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Children will quickly learn to recognize all sorts of animals with this wonderful word and picture

book. This book introduces readers a wide variety of animals â€“ from the farm to the jungle!
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We bought this after we saw how much our little one enjoyed "My Little Word Book." Being all about

animals, this was an instant hit. Our son is now four, and he still enjoys looking through this book -

although the frequency has dropped as he enjoys more age appropriate books. Our 18 month old is

still very fascinated by it. The heavy duty, board book construction works well for indelicate little

hands. We expect this book to remain in good shape and in heavy rotation in our little library for

years to come.

I was looking for a book full of animal pictures. Suprisingly, it was very hard to find. This book serves

my purpose. Only wish that this book is thicker and has even more different animal picutres.

Recommended!

This book is great for toddlers and young children. My son was 13 months old and already able to

say the names of some of the animals, including cat, dog, gecko, turtle, butterfly, cow, gazelle, and



cockatoo. It is amazing what a child can learn if an adult will take the time to be a teacher, and this

book can facilitate that learning!The pictures in My Little Animal Book are vivid and include a variety

of animals, including categorized sections of animals: on the farm, in the jungle, in the savannah, in

the water, in the snow, and in the woods. Also included are reptiles, amphibians, birds, marsupials,

fish, and insects.The youngest of readers will easily recognize the animals in the "Pets" section and

on the "kittens and puppies" page. At this stage of learning, the adult reader can encourage the

toddler to make the sounds that the animals make (which are not included in the book). As the child

can recognize the shapes of certian animals, such as birds, the learner can soon be taught that

there are unique names for the different types of birds.Older readers will benefit from the section

asking the child to "match the patterns to the animals," where small sections of the animal are blown

up and the child must match the pattern on the animals' bodies to the complete pictures of the

animals. Similarly, there is a "match the moms to the babies" page. For those children that like the "I

Spy" series of books, the last page of this book has an animal search, asking the child to find a

certain number of each animal.One of the best features of this book is that the name of each animal

is written below the picture--this means no guessing for the actual reader of the book!

my kid really likes it when she was 8 months old (now she is 22 months old). She liked the book so

much in her early days that she tore each page and gave it to all family friends by showing and

telling the animals from each page. As now she became intelligent (hoping she won't tear the

pages!), I am buying it again. Highly recommendable product.

If your kid really like colorful books, you should definitely get this one. I've searched for picture with

words, and this was the one i went with.Very straight forward and i think it's good for the little brains.

You see the picture, you see the word underneath.This is my son's go-to book all the time.

All of my grandchildren have loved this book! Great pictures and they learn the names of the

animals when I read it to them. When I've asked them to pick books to read, they all have picked

this when they are young.

My son loves picture books that he can hold himself. In looking for books that he could use I found

"My Little Animal Book". It is large enough for little fingers to turn the pages. What I like best about

this book is that it has the actual pictures of the animals and not cartoons. My son is 22 months old

and can point and announce most of the animals in this book. It is also a great book to help teach



your child the animals sounds as well. We have to read this book EVERY night! But since he's

learning so well from it...I don't mind!

This book was a gift for my son from a family friend. It contains vivid and attractive pictures of

animals, and their names, from many places around the world. It kept him occupied at restaurants

when he was a toddler. As a preschooler now, its one of several favorite books he brings to bed to

sleep and wake up with.
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